This paper discusses some formal techniques for deciding how harvesting policies should be modified in the face of uncertainty. Parameter estimation and dynamic optimization methods are combined for the Ricker stock recruitment model to show how exploitation rates should be manipulated to give more information about the model parameters. In general, harvesting rates should be lower than would be predicted by the best fitting recruitment curve unless this curve predicts that the stock is very productive. A decision procedure is developed for comparing alternative stock recruitment models; when applied to the Fraser River sockeye salmon, the procedure indicates that an experimental increase in escapements would be worthwhile. It appears that there is considerable promise for extending these methods and procedures to cases where the stock size is unknown and where fishing effort is poorly controlled.
I.

Introduction
A variety of dynamic models have been used in recent years to establish fishery regulations and to catch quotas; increasingly, elaborate monitoring systems have been developed to provide sound statistical estimates of model parameters. Most models are used only to predict optimum equilibrium harvest rates, though there have been a few recent attempts to develop harvest strategy curves or "control laws" that specify optimum harvest rates for non-equilibrium situations (Allen, [1];
Walters, [5] ). Given a time series from which model parameter estimates have been derived, it has often been assumed that the best management strategy is to act as though these estimates were actually correct: that is, insert the estimates into the model (or into several alternative models), generate a yield curve or an isopleth diagram that reveals an apparently optimum harvest policy, and recommend that this policy be followed.
Little attention has been paid to the problem that, by following the apparently optimum policy, the fishery might be brought to an equilibrium that is neither truly optimal nor productive of the type of date necessary to determine the true optimum. Luckily, most fisheries have gone through a period of more or less uncontrolled development of the point of obvious overexploitation, allowing us to interpolate an optimum regime from data on a broad range of stock sizes. Another problem subsequently arises: when a fishery has been held near some equilibrium for a long period of time, how much confidence can we have in older Implicit in many research programs is the assumption that detailed biological studies on populations near equilibrium will allow~priori determination of optimum harvesting policies, thus making it unnecessary to introduce trial and error changes or large scale experiments in harvest rates; this assumption appears to be naive and unjustified at present.
This paper addresses the question of how harvesting decisions should be modified to take account of statistical uncertainty.
In seeking a formal framework for dealing with this question, we have been drawn to the literature on control system theory, where the problem is addressed under the heading of "adaptive" or "dual ll control (Larson, [8] ). To simplify the~iscussion, we will concentrate pri~arily on situations where the stock-recruitment relationship (as opposed to growth and natural mortality) is the critical determinant of potential yield. The analysis is divided into two parts: a) we look at the case where a simple model, the Ricker stock-recruitment curve, is assumed to be the correct functional form and only the model parameters are uncertain; and b) we examine more general cases where the form or shape of the stock-recruitment function is uncertain, stock sizes are not directly measurable, and fishing effort is poorly controlled.
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II. AdaptivG Control with the Ricker Model
As indicated by several authors with many examples in Parrish [11] , the simple model developed by Ricker [14] has been used often in the analysis of stock-recruitment relationships:
where R t = recruits (adults) at end of generation t ;
St-l = spawners at the start of generation t ;
() = a stock production parameter;
= equilibrium stock parameter (equilibrium stock in absence of fishing is equal to liS); V t = a random environmental factor normally distributed with mean 0.0 and variance J2.
For the discussion that follows, it 1S critical that V t , the noise factor, be normally distributed. There is good empirical evidence for this assumption for a sockeye salmon population on the Skeena River (Allen, [1] viewed as a random survival factor resulting from several independent and multiplicative environmental factors operating in series. (Thus V t represents a sum of several random factors and should be normally distributed by the central limit theorem.)
Let us assume that the management objcetive is to maximize the sum of discounted catches over time:
-ot max L Cte t=O (2 ) where
The discount rate is critical in adaptive control problems, since without 0 = 0 we would put all management emphasis on obtaining improved information for the distant future, regardless of the cost in terms of lost yields in the near future.
It is known (Allen [1] ; Walters [5] ) that, for the objective in equation (2) when a and a are not uncertain, the optimum management policy is to' allow a fixed escapement each year:
where S is the optimum escapement, computed from a and a (Ricker [15] ).
Ordinarily, we would recomrnend that management actions be based on estimates of S computed from regre3sio~estimates
'" A at and St. The Ricker model can be rewritten (after Dahlberg, [3] ) in the form:
this is a linear regression for (y = a + Sx) with: y = In(:t ) and x = -St-l. We would probably ignore some t-l useful information that comes from regression analysis, where L is some large number (e.g. 10 ).
In Bayesian statistical terms, we are in effect assigning a "diffuse prior" distribution for a and 3 (Raiffa and Schlaifer, [13] ). With starting conditions such as these, it can be shown that oridinary regression analysis can be written in a special "recursive" format (Youn0 [22] write the common regression formulae in recursive form as:
where a and P refer to the parameter and parameter error covari--n n ance estimators, respectively, after the n~~data point is acquired, ando 2 is the regression error variance. These formulae allow new data points to be added to a regression analysis without tedious computations involving matrix inversion. Estimation for the Ricker model can be written in the recursive form with: terms a + x P IX to : n n--n (14) When there is reason to believe that one or more parameters are changing over time, the estimation is modified by introducing a parameter variation matrix Q, where the elements of the matrix are chosen to reflect the expected rate of change in the parameters.
For example, if we believe that the Ricker S parameter may change about 10% per year from an average value of about (while the a parameter is stable), we could set:
In statistical terms, the elements of Q are interpreted as (15) variances on a random walk process; thus a 10% change from a -6 -7 base of 10 represents a standard deviation of 10 , or a -7 2 variance of (10 ) .
The Q matrix is introduced into equations " (8) simply by replacing every P t -l with P~-l where
The choice of V d or Q is not particularly critical; the major effect in both cases is to prevent P t from going to zero over time, so that new observations can continue to effect changes in a. (7) and (9) [equivalent to equation (13)].
-12-If we know the total future value for being in any next state {R t + l , ;t+l' St+l' Pt+1} , we can calculate the expected value for making a C t decision. This expected value is the sum of products of probabilities of next states, times the values associated with these next states, plus the value of C t itself. The difficulty is that we cannot immediately assign a value for each of the next states, since that state is itself a starting point for another decision tree similar to Figure 1 .
If we look ahead a few time steps, the number of branching possibilities becomes essentially infinite. There is a partial way out of this problem using the "backward recursion" procedure of dynamic programming. A simplified discussion of this procedure is given in Walters [5] ; the basic idea is that we begin the optimization calculations oS' 0aS)' 10 catch levels and 10 values of 0t' we mu~t compute about 10 8 solutions for equations (8) and (13) . The problem can be reduced somewhat by using special computation procedures (Larson [8] ), but there is a clear need for different ways of looking at the problem.
The optimization need only be carried out for a few representative This is too large a problem for even the best modern computers to handle.
C. Solutions for Special Cases
Instead of carrying out the tedious and expensive computations for the full adaptive optimization, we elected to examine two special cases that appear to be of management interest and that should reveal the general flavor of the full solution. These cases are shown in Figure 2 , and reflect two extreme situations:
The fishery is just beginning, and the stock is near natural equilibrium; S can be treated as known and the wain uncertainty is about a. where the system state vector for optimization becomes {R t , at' a;}, and the variables in the adaptive regression equations become:
'" ",2
In Case 2, the Ricker model is assumed to maintain its usual form, the optimization state vector becomes {R t ' B t , a~} , and the adaptive regression variables become:
where a is the reasonably certain estimate of a.
Several dynamic programming solutions for the simplified cases were carried out on a PDP 11/45 computer system. Each of the solutions required about five hours of computer time, which is not excessive considering the broad range of stock-parameteruncertainty combinations that must be evaluated. By trial and error, we discovered that it was necessary to use 10 discrete levels~~2~2
for each of the variables (R t , at or B t , 0a or oS), and to~ove backwards in time around 20 steps (generations); finer state intervals and more time steps did not change the solutions.
Representative results for Case 1 (a uncertain) are shown in Figure 3 . Each of the isopleth diagrams show optimal harvest rates for a cross section through the R t -at plane at one uncertainty (0 2 ) level. The most striking feature of these a results is that optimal harvest rates are nearly independent of 2 a: for large 0a. What we' expected to see was some indication that spawning populations should be reduced (high exploitation) when a is uncertain; by equations (8) and (17), we would expect the greatest reduction in uncertainty by conducting such an "experiment. " As the cross section for high uncertainty Figure 3 shows, experiments involving high exploitation rates are optimal only if &t is also large; indeed it appears that the best strategy is to avoid high harvest experiments when a is low and the stock size is large. The optimization also takes into account the possiblity that low spawning stocks will reveal a to be small; thus a period of recovery without harvest will be necessary. Examining the low uncertainty {02 < 0.1) diagram in Figure 3 , it is apparent a that the optimal harvest rate for any stock size is insensitive to a, no matter what the environmental noise 0 2 (Walters [5] obtained a similar result). We should not expect the optimal harvest strategy to depend greatly on 0 2 if this strategy a is nearly independent of a in the first place.
The results for Case 2 (S uncertain) indicate a similar pattern; the optimum harvest strategy is quite insensitive to 8 when a~is high (Figure 4 ). Examing equations (8) and (18) Figure 5 ; a = 1.9, B = 0.44) does predict that production would decline for spawning stock above 2 million, but it seems equally reasonable to assume that the correct relationship is a saturating curve of the "Beverton Holt" type (Ricker [15] ). That is: (19) where a = l/(maximum recruits per spawner); s = l/(maximQ~recruits ever possible);
V t e = random environmental survival factor as in equation (1) .
A visual fit to this relationship is shown in Figure 5 as curve n 2 ; the parameters (a = 0.1237, S = 0.1025) were chosen so as to: la) closely match the Ricker curve through the av~ilable data; and (b) predict an equilibrium stock (8.5 million) that seems reasonable considering early catch records.
Whatever the fitting precedure and even allowing for decrease In production for high spawning stocks (dotted lines off curve n 2 in Wood [21] , Smallwood [17] and others have shown that it is possible to calculate the probability that each e.~1 (model i is correct), 1 given that the true model is among the alternatives represented. These probabilities along with parameter estimates and measures of uncertainty for each of the alternative models can be formed into an extended vector of state variables. Unfortunately, the number of variabIes involved makes dynamic programming optimization impractical. Thus some drastic simplifications and approximations are necessary in order to trace the most likely statistical outcomes and the most promising decision possibilites.
Since full adaptive control analysis is not feasible, the remainder of this section attempts to develop a simplified procedure for designing and evaluating experimental harvesting regimes intended to discriminate between alternative production models.
The procedure is modified from a general approach suggested by
Bard [2] , and involves the following five basic steps. Table 1 below must be evaluated: Table 1 • harvests, given that experimental strategy~. is applied and trials. This is a trivial conputing exercise.
(e) Selection of the experiment with maximum expected benefits. Each of the columns of the strategy-experiment Table 1 gives the returns to be expected from one experiment for eacnof the possible states of nature. The overall value for the experi- .r6 -allow an escapement of 1.5 million for 15 years; assuming a discount rate of 4% per generation (i.e. 1% per year for Fraser sockeye). The results are given below in Table 2 . When only two or three alternative states of nature are to be compared (as in the Fraser example), the analysis can be presented in an elegant form that simplifies the problem of assigning subjective probabilities to the alternative models.
Suppose we make a graph where the abscissa is V 1j (expected value of experiment j given that n1 is true) and the ordinate is V 2j (expected value of experiment j given that n2 is true). Each of the experiments can be plotted as a point on this graph ( Figure 6 ).
Points that are close to the ordinate represent experiments or policies that are good if n 2 is true, and poor if n1 is true; points near the abscissa represent policies that are good if n l is true, and poor if n 2 is true. If we designate those experiments that can distinguish between the n. as To test the effect of discounting rate on these conclusions, we reevaluated Table 2 for 0 = 1%, 0 = 10%, 0 = 20%, and o = 30% per generation. For 0 greater than 20%, the tests suggested that the modest e-xperiment is the best unless p* (Ricker) is less than 0.2. For 0 = 1%, the drastic experiment becomes the best alternative unless p*(Ricker) is greater than 0.6.
IV. Extensions and Generalizations.
Previous sections have dealt mostly with uncertainty about stock recrutiment relationships. Two major assumptions have been the discussion: a) stock size is directly measurable without error; and b) fishing effort is fully controllable to conform with biological recommendations. Since these assumptions are often not justified, Section IV attempts to show how the concepts and methods introduced previously could be extended to include these additional sources of uncertainty.
A. Schaeffer Production Model
The idea of using logistic population growth assumptions as a basis for production modelling was first made popular by
Schaeffer [16] in his studies of Pacific tunas. In its simplest form, the "Schaeffer. Model" can be written as: (22) where Nt = stock size, usually in biomass units;
a,B= production parameters with similar definitions as in the Ricker Model; c = total catch. The Schaeffer Model gives a remarkably good fit to historical data for many large fisheries, as shown in Figure 7 . In fitting these data, we ·used the linear regression scheme in equations (24) to obtain estimates of a,S, and c. In all cases the data had already been corrected for changing vessel efficiency (changing c); thus it was not necessary to introduce discounting of old data or a parameter variation matrix Q (see Section II) into the regression equations. It is clear that further adaptive control work for the Schaeffer Model is justified, and we intend to develop more complete analyses in a future paper.
B. Incomplete Control of Fishing Effort
The fisheries iiterature abounds with biological models and equilibrium yield analyses; almost no attention has been paid to the dynamics' of the predator-prey system that results from incomplete control of economic investment. Fishery fleets have basic "reproductive" (investment) and "mortality"
(d{sinvestment) relationships that in principle make them similar to any predator population (Snith [18] ; Gatto, et ale [5] ).
In -
..... Optimal exploitation rates for various stock sizes, production rate estimates (at)' and uncertainties about a (O~) assuming the Ricker model form is correct and equilibrium stock is known (see case 1, Figure 2 ). The entire data set for each case was used to obtain parameter e~ti!T1;1tl?S; s imula ted value for the previous year (rather than from previous year'~data). Data were obtained from following sources:
fin whales -International Whaling Commission [7] ; halibut -Southward [19] ; cod -Garrod [4] ; haddock -Grosslein and Hennemuth [6] ; yellowtail -Lux [9] ; sardine -Marr [10] ; Figure 7 .
Observed changes in some fisheries compared to simulated trends predicted by the Schaeffer model (equations 13 , 23) using parameter estimator from regression analysis. Imperfect control of fishing effort may result in a restricted "reachable region" of stock size and effort combinations as a fishery develops. The point "0" denotes optimum equilibrium state.
